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ABSTRACT

The stability of dee, inverse-dee and square

crossection plasmas to axisymmetric modes has been

investigated experimentally in Tokapole II, a tokamak with

a four-null poloidal divertor. Experimental results are

closely compared with predictions of two numerical

stability codes--the PEST code (ideal MHD, linear

stability) adapted to tokapole geometry and a code which

follows the nonlinear evolution of shapes similar  to

tokapole equilibria. Experimentally, the square is

vertically stable and b6th dee's unstable to a vertical

nonrigid axisymmetric shift. The central magnetic a x i.s

displacement  grows  exponentially  with  a growth time-103

poloidal Alfv6n times- plasma  L/R time. Proper initial

positioning of the plasma on the midplane allows passive

feedback to nonlinearly restore vertical motion to a small

stable oscillation. Experimental poloidal flux plots are

produced directly from interhal magnetic probe

measurements. The PEST code, ignoring passive feedback,

predicts all equilibria to be vertically unstable with the

square having the slowest growth. With passive feedback,

all are stable. Thus experiment and code agree that the

square is the most stable shape, but experiment indicates
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that passive feedback  is partially defeated  by  finite

plasma resistivity. In both code and experiment

square-like equilibria exhibit a relatively harmless

horizontal instability.
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displacements and analytic equilibria            Recently
4-12

nonlinear evolution of the  instability has been followed

numerically .Axisymmetric displacement13 of dee and

elliptical plasmas has been deduced in a few experiments

from magnetic  probes  external  to  the  plasma14-17.   The

plasma shape in these experiments has been inferred from

comparison of these same external magnetic signals with

output from equilibrium computer codes. The numerical

modeling of the axisymmetric instability, cited above, has

apparently not been specifically applied to. any of these

experiments; an unfortunate gap exists between a fairly well

developed theory and experiments performed.

The purpose of this paper is  twofold. First, to report

direct experimental observation 6f the axisymmetric

instability in dee, inverse-dee and square shaped

cross sections. Second, to compare these experimental

observations with a  stability code written for the actual

experimental geometry. This experiment has been performed

in  the  Wisconsin Tokapole18,19, a Tokamak with a four-null

poloidal divertor. Experimental magnetic flux plots for the

aforementioned range of  equilibria  are produced, from

magnetic probe measurements in the plasma interior, in

. detailequivalent to that provided by computer calculations.

Conclusions, as to growth rates and passive stabilization,
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I. INTRODUCTION

The del'e'terious ·effect of impurities in tokamak plasmas

has stimulated investigation of poloidal divertor

configurations The necessarllynoncircular shape of these

equilibria is also advantageous  'with  respect  to ql and

B-limited MHD instabilitie32,3. Unfortunately any deviation

of an equilibrium from a circular shape may permit the

plasma to be uhstable to axisymmetric displacements, with

toroidal mode number n=0. The circular shape is neutrally

stable to th,ese displacements. The poloidally asymmetric

placement  of shaping rlngs and walls necessary to establish

a noncircular plasma s'hape in turn creates nonuniform

attractions to the plasma current. The plasma, if

perturbed, moves in the 'direction of the minimum in the

accompanying poloidalfield. Unlike kink and localized

interchange modes, the axisymmetric instability cannot be

controlled by increasing the toroidal field or reducing the

plasma current.

Unfortunately, the conceptual .simplicity of the

axisymmetric instability does not translate to calculational

simplicity. The importance of this mode has given rise to a

fairly large amount of linear theory - mostly for idealized
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can be drawn from the time evolution of these experimental

flux plots and compared with two numerical codes which

closely reflect the experimental machine.  The PEST  code20,

which has been adapted to the Tokapole machine geometry,

p'redicts the linear stability . The effects due to external

conductors are included    by appropriate vacuum

modifications21,22 A nonlinear time dependent code,

PATENT13,23,  although  in  this paper applied to PDX24 type

equilibria only, provides qualitative stability predictions

and modeling Of the plasma shape as a function of time.

Because of the wide seperation of time scales in  this

experiment (e.g. Alfv6n,  plasma and ring L/R times) many

qualitative conclusions about passive stabilization can be

drawn which are. relatively machine independent. Qualitative

comparison. can also be made between experimental results and

related models in the literature19.

Several parameter variations are possible both

experimentally and numerically. For example,   proper

positioning of the four field shaping rings allows

equilibria to be varied from dee through square to

inverse-dee shaped. The dee and inverse-dee are vertically

unstable when not well centered  on  the  machine  midplane.

When  vertical stability is achieved, these shapes are still

horizontally unstable. The square is vertically stable even
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if not properly positioned. However, this shape is also

horizontally unstable. Since the horizontal instability

saturates it is less harmful than the vertical displacements

exhibited in the dee and inverse-dee. The vertical movement

continues unrestrained  towards the x-point (poloidal field

null on the separatrix). Predictions of the PEST code for

relative stability of these equilibria agree with

experiment. Experimentally, the magnetic axis can be

positioned above (2.03 minor radii), below or exactly on the

midplane. In both the PATENT code and experiment the plasma

is seen to correspondingly move up, down or oscillate about

the midplane. Both experimentally and from the nonlinear

code we find the growth of the instability to be exponential

in time. Ideal MHD predicts the growth time, in the absence

of external conductors, to be -Ta' the poloidal Alfv6n time.

Experimentally, vertical and horizontal growth times are

-103 Ta, Passive feedback apparently increases Tg, the

growth time, from Ta to roughly the plasma L/R time. The

effectof  passive feedback from rings and walls is studied

experimentally by changing the plasma resistivty and  by

varying the initial position of the magnetic axis. The

instability growth time varies inversely with plasma

resistivity. Stability can be numerically studied. with Qr

without rings or walls to evaluate their effect on  passive

stabilization.
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Section I I,  a .fte   a  mach 6.ne descri+ption (II.A),

desctr'ibes       the       s,tabili.ty'       of various plasma cross· sections

(II.B), the effect of plasma resistivity (II.C) and initial

plasma gostit te'n        (,IL.D') . In.     Section      I I.I, after code

des,cri.ption,st (III..A), th.eore·tical re'sults are· de·scribed with

C.LII.B): and without (III.C) passive feedback. Experimental

and theoretical results ar'e discussed an.d compare'd in

Se'ction,  I,V   wi.th· a summary   in  Ta·ble   I..

.,
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II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

14  Machine Descrigtion

18
The  Tokapole device , on which these experiments were

performed, has a 50 cm. major radius square cross section

(44 x 44 cm.) vacuum chamber. The vacuum magnetic flux plot

is that of an octupole (fig. la), which provides vertical

and horizontal fields to center the discharge. The octupole

vacuum poloidal field is produced  by inductively driving,

through an iron core linking the toroid, four 5 cm.

diameter copper toroidal rings. These rings can carry up to

a total of 700 kA, and are each supported by three

copper-beryllium rods. While the chamber is under vacuum

the rings can be moved vertically &5mm. by external means..

When plasma current  is driven toroidally through the

octupole null, a tokamak with a four-null divertor is

generated (fig. lb).

Electrical characteristics are shown in figure 2. The

current  in  an outer ring rises sinusoidally to 45 kA (fig.

2a).  A 1 msec. pulse of 10 kW.  8.8 GHz microwaves is used

for  preionization (fig. 2 b). The plasma current (fig. 2b

also) is induced by the same source as the ring current.

The value for the total toroidal plasma curent is inferred
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from measurements of the ring c.urrent and loop voltage, at

the wall, employing a simple model treating the plasma and

rings as coupled inductors. The current inside the

separatrix is also  calculated from measured magnetic flux

plots. The peak total plasma current i.s - 40 kA with  -  4

msec pulse length (fig. 2 b). The toroidal field is 3.2 kG

at machine center, with capability of up to 8.5 kG. The

vacuum toroidal loop voltage (fig. 2c) at machine center

decays as a cosine to zero in
-

3 msec and is then

crowbarred. In the presence. of plasma the loop voltage is

depressedduring current rise and enhanced during  current

decline due to the back EMF self-induced by the plasma

current. Peak electron temperatures are - 100 eV surmised,

with - 25% accuracy, from modeling of the ti·me evolution of

a set of impurity lines (e.g. OI-OVI). THe electron

density is -1013 cm-3 as measured   by   microwave

interferometry.  The ion temperature variJs from 20-70 eV as

determined by charge-exchange analysis and from the doppler

broadeni'ng of He II.
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B. Relative Stability of Dee. Inverse-dee and Sauare

Eauilibria

This experiment allows comparison of various plasma

shapes in one machine under similar conditions.  By  varying

the placement of the rings, which attract the plasma, the

shape of the tokamak separatrix can be changed from dee to

inverse-dee (figures 3a-C). If the inner rings are moved

closer together, and thus nearer the plasma, the equilibrium

is positioned slightly inward in major radius producing a

dee (fig. 3a). An inverse dee (fig. 3 b) is created  by

positioning the outer rings closer together. The

intermediate case is a square plasma (fig. 3 c). Previous

experiments concerning noncircular tokamaks have deduced the

plasma shape using external measurements such as winding

currents, plasma current and edge magnetic fields, combined

with computer modeling. All important data in this paper,

such as flux plots, current density and electric field

profiles are deduced from internal probe measurements.

The poloidal magnetic flux plot  is   produced   by

measuring  the magnetic field, with a pickup loop .4x.5 cm.,

as a function of time on a 2 cm. square grid. Temperatures

are sufficiently low that probes can be inserted into the
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plasma with little observable effect on the axisymmetric

instability. After locating the 0-point (magnetic axis) in

the experimental data, the  flux. surfaces are derived  by

integrating flux out from that point.

The time histories of these flux plots show that the

dee and inverse-dee are unstable to a non-rigid vertical

movement, along a line of sight from the magnetic axis to a

ring (figure 4). The square is stable to this movement on

the time scale of this experiment. For the vertically

unstable shapes, a plot of the magnetic axis position, shown

in figure 5, indicates that the vertical displacement

increases exponentially with a growth time T -450 psec.g

Tg-103Ta' where Ta is a poloidal Alfv6n time calculated with

a suitably averaged poloidal field.  It is also interesting

to note,  and will be discussed later, that Tg is much less

than the resistive decay time of rings and walls (.15 msec)

and very close to the plasma L/R time (.5-2.0 msec).

We  find that all these equilibria can be stabilized to

vertical movement, on the time scale of this experiment,  by

precise positioning of the rings. After the vertical

movement is stabilized there Still remains a  horizontal

motion that is independent of the rise and fall of the

plasma current. This horizontal instability occurs in the
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square as well as the dee and inverse-dee. The direction of

this motion depends strictly on which set of rings the inner

plasma separatrix encircles.  When the plasma "leans" on the

outer (inner) set of rings the movement   is   towards

increasing (decreasing) major radius. Growth times for this

horizontal instability, like the vertical, are - 103Ta.
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C.. Effect of Plasma Resistivitv

The role of pasBive stabilization could be all

important to this instability ahd perhaps in practice

eclipse distihctions based on plasma shape. Since the rings

are inductively driven, there are no external circuit

connections between them. Thus they are free to

independently respond to the plasma motion. However, the

efficacy of passive feedback, arising from induced image

currents flowing in external conductors and plasma, is

limited by the finite resistivity of the elements

14 of aninvolved. Wooton et. al. found the growth

axisymmetric inst'ability, in TOSCA, slowed down  by  the

resistive decay of in8uced stabilizing currents in its walls

and external f i e 1·d shaping coils. Theoretically, the

equivalent prediction has been made8,13.  However, all these

calculations assume an ideal, infinitely conducting plasma.

In the Tokapole experiment the finite plasma resistivity

(L/R time - 1 msec) is the major contributor to the damping

of induced stabilizing currents. The rings and walls in

this experiment have a much longer resistive decay time (15

ms.) than the plasma. Indeed, instability growth occurs on

the plasma L/R time scale.

To address this issue we changed the plasma resistance

•

1
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while keeping the plasma inductance and shape relatively

constant. Resistivity profiles are obtained from current

and electric field profiles.

The loop· voltage, or electric field, spatial profile is

measured with a 4mm. by 50 cm.  loop of wire which encloses

poloidal flux between a given location and the wall (machine

floor or ceiling). Measurement of this flux and the loop

voltage at the wall yields the loop voltage at that given

location, if axisymmetry is assumed.

Current density profiles are obtained from measured

flux plots. The current enclosed by a particular flux

surface can be calculated by integrating  B . dl around the

circumference.   By  knowing the total current enclosed by a

number of flux surfaces a current density profile can be

obtained up to the separatrix or last closed flux surface

inside the experimental data grid. Examples of typical

current; electric field and corresponding resistivity

profiles are shown in figures 6 and 7.

The resistivity profile was varied in two ways: First,

by  lowering 'the toroidal magnetic field which lowers the

plasma current. Second, by puffing Ar gas, in addition to

the  normal H2'
to increase Zeff directly. In either case
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the electric field profile stayed relatively constant while

the current channel width and magnitude decreased as shown

for the first method in figures 6 & 7. In the particular

case shown the instability onset occurred at - 2 ms. Such

large resistance changes were necessary in order to exceed

the 20% uncertainty in the measurements involved. The shape

Of the equilibrium was verified to be approximately the same

as the unmodified case, at instability onset, by examination

of the magnetic flux plots. The plasma inductance remained

relatively unchanged (<10%) indicating that the decrease in

the L/R time of the plasma was mainly due to the change in

plasma resistance. As  seen  f rom figures  5  &  8, T
g decreased

by at least a factor of 2 for either lower toroidal field or

Ar puffing. Correspondingly, figure 7 indicates the plasma

resistance increased by roughly a factor of two. This

result  is  consistent with the general statement that Tg is

proportional to the minimum resistive decay time in the

passive stabilization circuit. In our specific case T  is
g

inversely proportional to the plasma resistance.
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1 Eff-imt of 1_hf Inltial fla»ama P_g_alt_lan

It is important to be able to adjust the initial

vertical position of the plasma in order to investigate the

marginal stability case, assess the. difficulty of passive

stabilization and check the vertical symmetry of the

machine.  Through ring movement we can position the magnetic

axis, initially,  up  to  .1 minor radii above or below the

midplane. We can also, for dee and inverse-dee equilibria,

precisely position the plasma z-symmetrically such that it

appears vertically stable.

When an otherwise unstable shape is stabilized through

proper positioning, the magnetic axis exhibits an

oscillatory motion (fig. 9a) about the midplane with period

approximately equal to the growth time of the unstable

cases. For small vertical displacements of the initial

magneti6 axis position from the midplane, this same

oscillatory motlon is  superposed upon a steady vertical

movement (fig. 9 b). For still larger displacements of the

initial magnetic axis position, the oscillatory motion

disappears and  the  movement is strictly exponential (fig.

5). Thus we see that increasing the initial displacement

leads to faster growth. Machine vertical symmetry is
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verified by positioning the initial magnetic axis above or

below the midplane and observing upward or downward motion

respectively.

-3
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III. THEORY

A.  Code Descrigtion

Quantitative comparison of the experimental evolution

of magnetic flux plots with published analytic and numerical

examples is not possible. Experimental equilibria are not

25
well -fitted   by analytic models (e.g. Solov'ev or

Rebhan5,6).  Also, for the most part, these studies evaluate

stability limits as opposed to relative growth rates, which

can be important in the presence of passive stabilization.

Two numerical stability codes have been used here to

evaluate the stability of a broad range of equilibria for

20
comparison with experiment. The PEST code has been

adapted to Tokapole geometry so that the stability of our

experimental  equilibria can be accurately evaluated. The

24PATENT code23, although applicable to PDX equilibria only,

may be used to follow the nonlinear development of shapes

similar to those of the Tokapole.

PEST is an ideal MHD linear stability code.

Eigenvalues and modes are calculated by extremizing the

Lagrangian of a given equilibrium configuration. The  -

version of PEST used in these calculations employs a vacuum

energy formulation that includes the inductive energy of
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21.22
arbitrary conducting elements These elements may be

Coils, rings, plates or any other conducting members

embedded in the vacuum region between the plasma and the

wall, which can be removed to infinity. Ideal MHD

instabilities have growth times -Ta' on which time scale

such elements are perfect conductors. Thus the growth rates

obtained reflect passive stabilization  by the induced

currents, and cannot predict mode behavior as these currents

resistively decay. or when the perturbation becomes

sufficiently large as to violate lin&ar theory.

PATENT is an ideal MHD, 2-D, time dependent code that

follows the evolution  of  the  plasma  seperated  from  the

vacuum region   by   a sharp boundary. Magnetic flux

coordinates are used whereby the vacuum-plasma interface is

well defined. This, combined with stepping through time,

allows one to watch the plasma shape deform as the

instability grows.

B.  Results Without Passive Feedback

' The PEST code is used to evaluate the axisymmetric

stability of a range of Tokapole and PDX equilibria (figures
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10-12) from inverse -dee to square to dee. Comparison of

Tokapole and PDX results can be used to determine the

generality of the experiment. Stability may be calculated

with the rings and walls either included or excluded to

assess the role of passive stabilization. The deeness of

the equilibria may be described by fitting the flux  surface

just inside the separatrix by the expression introduced by

Rebhan5:

e2/A2 = e2(R-1)2+(1+T )z2-2AT3(R-1)z2-T4A2(R_1)2z2

where e is the ellipticity, T 3 is a measure of the

triangularity  or deeness, T4 is a measure of rectangularity

and A is the aspect ratio. This expression is useful

because it  allows  a  description  of  dee,  inverse-dee,

elliptical as well as square shaped  cross sections. The

dependence  of  the  instability growth rate on deeness (T3)

may now be observed. Ignoring the presence of rings and

walls, figures  10 and 11 show that the square is more

stable, vertically, than the dee or inverse-dee, which  have

roughly equal growth rates, for both Tokapole and PDX

equilibria. These machines are quite different in geometry

and size. In addition, the Tokapole has a flatter current

profile than the parabolic shape predicted for PDX. It
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appears that the relative stability of different shaped

cross sectiohs is fairly machine independent.

The growth rates for PDX calculated.by PATENT (figure

11) agree well with PEST. Using PATENT, the motion of the

magnetic axis may be observed for different initial

perturbations. It is seen (fig. 13) that if the axis is

initially .02 minor radii above the midplane the plasma

moves unstably upward. Equivalent positioning of the axis

be low the midplane produces downward motion. Typical

initial and  final pictures of the equilibrium are shown in

figure 14. The growth is exponential for excursions  well

into the nonlinear regime. Growth rates increase as the

initial position of the magnetic axis is moved farther from

the midplane (fig. 15)· For an initial vertical position

of the magnetic axis on the midplane, the axis oscillates

about that starting point.

The' effect of the toroidal field on instability growth

was found to be minimal. An order of magnitude difference

in the toroidal field produced only a .5% change in growth

rate;   stability was enhanced for
inverse-dee's   ( T3>O),

degraded  for  dee's  (  <0)·  . This difference is perhaps

related to the /p°lxltor force which points outward from the

plasma center. As the unstable dee (
T3<0)

moves inward in
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major radius to higher B the force increases therebytor'

encouraging unstable motion.  For the inverse-dee (T3>0) the

motion is outward and the effect of the toroidal field is

opposite.

Stability to horizontal axisymmetric displacements of

Tokapole and PDX equilibria was studied using PEST. For

Tokapole equilibria, the square and other shapes of small

IT31, were found to be horizontally unstable with the square

having the highest growth rate (fig. 12). During

horizontal motion the midplane forces due to the vertical

field are stabilizing wheras the vertical extremities

experience the destabilizing attraction to the rings.

Therefore local stability criteria are insufficient; all the

forces over the entire plasma cross section must be

considered. The decay index applied to horizontal26

stability only describes the stabilizing influence on  the

midplane. The dee's, which are more heavily weighted in

area towards the stabilizing midplane, are relatively more

stable than the square. Examination of figure 12 reveals

the dee to be relatively more stable than the inverse-dee to

horizontal motion.  This difference is most likely due to the toroidal

expansive force  of the plasma current. For sufficiently large   IT31
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21-

both Tokapole and PDX equilbria were found to be

horizontally stable.

C.  Results With Passive Feedback

Both codes can be used to assess the role of passive

conductors surrounding the plasma. In the case of the PEST

code, any combination of conductors (walls and/or rings) can

be included and their effect on the linear growth is found

by evaluating the inductive contribution to the energy

principle of Bernstein et al. Figure 10 shows the21,22.27

effect  6f adding either rings or wa]ls. In the presence of

both walls and rings all Tokapole equilibria studied are

stable except those of extreme triangularity. As can be

seen from this same figure, adding conductors has a greater

effect on the square than on other plasma cross sections.

This may' be due to the square being in closer proximity to

all four rings or walls than shapes of larger IT31.  The

stabilizing effect of the rings exceeds that of the walls

yielded similar results when used to evaluate the effect of

passive feedback due to rings.

L ---
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IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Previous experimental work on the axisymmetric14-17

instability in noncircular tokamaks has, for the most part,

inferred gross plasma motion from signals external to the

plasma. Experimental results were compared with related

theories in the literature through such parameters as

ellipticity and/or averaged decay index, derived by modeling

26the plasma current as a filament In this experiment we

can accurately observe the motion of the poloidal magnetic

flux surfaces and the time evolution of internal parameters

(J,q,E) through internal measurements. This experimental

data is carefully compared to theoretical predictions of

PEST, applied to this specific machine. The plasma

cross section is characterized by ellipticity, triangularity

and rectangularity parameters. A second code, PATENT,

follows the nonlinear time development. This code is only

applied'to PDX geometry  with  shapes  similar  to  Tokap.ole

equilibria. Similar results, by PEST, for the two different

machine geometries indicates our results are fairly machine

independent.

Linear theory predicts that, in the absence of passive

stabilization, all experimental equilibria are vertically
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unstable  on  the MHD time scale (Ta) .  However, the square

is more  stable  than  the  dee  or inverse-dee. This is

consistent with the dee's being poloidally more asymmetric

than the square; that is, the radius of curvature of the

magnetic surface near the x-point is smallest for the dee's.

Furthermore, only square-like equilibria are horiz6ntally

unstable. With the addition of passive feedback from rings

and walls all equilibria are predicted to be stabilized with

the greatest influence exerted   by the rings. An

experimental picture emerges in close agreement with theory,

with modifications to account for the finite plasma

resistivity limitation to the passive feedback. When the

experimental plasma is z-symmetric both inside and outside

dee's oscillate on the plasma resistive time scale. Thus,

these equilibria are linearly unstable, as in theory without

conductors, but are nonlinearly restored by passive feedback

to a stable oscillation. Passive feedback does not linearly

stabilize the equilibria; i.e. the plasma is displaced  a

f'inite � amount before nonlinear feedback occurs. The

complete stabilization of this mode  by passive feedback,

that the ideal MHD PEST code predicts, is not observed in

the dee's since the finite plasma resistivity causes damping

of the induced stabilizing currents in the rings, plasma and

walls. The square appears entirely stable vertically,
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implying  that passive feedback is more effective for this

shape as is also indicated theoretically in figure 10.

All evidence, both experimental and theoretical,

indicates th at the square is more stable than both dee's,

which have similar stability properities. If the initial

vertical position of the magnetic axisof both dee's is

experimentally positioned above (below) the midplane they

are linearly unstable. However, passive feedback is unable

to. reverse the vertical motion and the displacement grows

exponentially with a growth time again on the order of the

plasma L/R time (resistive decay time). Experimentally the

square is  vertically stable even when positioned away from

the midplane. The form of the vertical displacement of the

dee's seen experimentally (fig. 4) or in the PATENT code

(fig. 14) is a non-rigid deformation in the direction of

the separatrix x-point. Also, in both this code and

experiment, the growth rate increases as the magnetic axis

is posifioned further above the midplane.

In the absence of vertical movement, a  steady

horizontal motion is experimentally evident. As the plasma

travels horizontally it becomes increasingly dee-shaped

(increasing   T31)   and   eventually   becomes   vertically

unstable. Indeed, PEST predicts this same horizontal
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instability for the square and other shapes  of  small   |T3 

(fig. 12). Thus, the vertically stable square, radially

centered thru active feedback, might prove to be a favorable

configuration.

A  crucial factor absent in the codes used here, and in

all published calculations, is the finite plasma

resistivity.   Seki8  and  Jardin13  discuss only the finite        '

conductivity of the external conductors. In our experiment

the plasma resistive decay time may impose a bound on the

instability growth time. When the plasma resistance is

experimentally doubled, the instability growth rate also

doubled. The correlation is not precise. Although the

plasma shape remains approximately the same,  a 1.5 cm.

shrinkage in the plasma minor radius accompanies the

resistance change. However, modeling of the effect of this

change on the instability growth by PEST indicates that the

minor radius decrease causes only a 4% increase in growth

rate. The experimental and theoretical results of this

paper are summarized in table I.

Finally, the results presented here are not peculiar to

the Tokapole machine or geometry for three reasons.

Firstly, the Tokapole machine is up-down symmetric since the

plasma shows no vertical preference in it'S motion. When
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initially positioned slightly above (below) the midplane the

unstable motion is upward (downward). When centrally

positioned it oscillates. Secondly, qualitative comparison

of PEST predictions for Tokapole and PDX are ve ry similar

despite obvious machine differences. Thirdly,  the wide

separat ion         of the poloidal Alfv6n, growth    and    ring L/R times

6 g -TL/R(plasma) -'05 TL/R(rings) -1O3Ta) clearly indicates

the determining factors of the growth rate.
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Numerical poloidal flux plots (major axis  to
left). (a) Without plasma. (b) With plasma. Each tic mark

indicates 2 cm.

Fig. 2. Electrical characteristics. Time in msec.

is given on the abscissa. (a) Current in an outer ring as a
function of time. Also shown is a 10 kW,  8.8  Ghz, 1 ms.

microwave preionization pulse. (b) Plasma current. (C)

Loop voltage at machine center with and without plasma.

Fig. 3. Experimental flux plots mapped Out with

magnetic probes. Only the area inside the separatrix is
shown. Each tic mark indicates 2 cm. (a) Dee. (b)

Inverse-dee. (c) Square.

Fig. 4. Time evolution of the experimental flux plot

for (a) inverse-dee & (b) square. The dee evolves similarly
to inverse-dee.

Fig. 5.  Distance travelled by the magnetic axis as a
function of time. Uncertainty in distance travelled is  1-2.

mm. 100 Bsec = 500 poloidal Alfven times.

Fig. 6. Spatial profiles at 2.0 msec. (a) Current

density for two values of toroidal field. The electric

field profiles for both values are similar; only one is
shown. (b) Resistivity calculated from electric field and

current in (a). The separatrix is at a minor radius of 6

cm.

Fig. 7. Spatial profiles at 2.6 msec. (a) Current

density and electric fields for two values of toroidal

field. (b) Resistivity calculated from profiles in (a).

Fig.  8.  Distance travelled  by  magnetic  axis  as  a
function of time for the two methods of raising the plasma

resistivity; lowering the toroidal field and puffing in  Ar

gas in addition to the usual H . Movement of the magnetic
2

axis in an unmodified case is shown in fig.  5.

Fig. 9. Distance travelled  by magnetic axis as  a

function of time for different initial positions. (a)

Initial position on the midplane. (b) Initial position

slightly above ' the midplane (3-5 mm.). When initially

positioned an equivalent amount below the midplane identical
downward motion is observed. The case of initial position

further still above the midplane (5-10 mm.) is shown in fig.
5.
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Fig. 10. Theoretical vertical growth
rates vs. T3'

as predicted by PEST, for the Tokapole. Three cases are

shown:  X  -  Without passive stabilization.  0 - Only rings
included. 0 - Only walls included. Square, dee and

inverse-dee shapes are described  by TR=O, <0 &  >0

respectively. Including rings and walIs completely
stabilizes all shapes other than extreme IT3 |.

Fig. 11. Theoretical vertical growth rates vs.  TY
for PDX'as predicted by the PEST and PATENT codes without

passive stabilization.

Fig. 12.  Theoretical horizontal growth rates vs.  T3
for the Tokapole, as predicted  by PEST, without passive
stabilization.

Fig. 13. Predictions by PATENT for vertical position
of the magnetic axis as a function o: ·time. Initial

perturbation in this case is .02 minor radii.

Fig. 14. Theoretically predicted (PATENT) deformation

of the plasma shape for PDX. (a) Initial equilibrium. (b)

t- 100 toroidal Alfven times.

Fig. 15· Theoretical predictions of the non-linear
code (PATENT) for growth rate as a function of perturbation.
Note that the growth rate + 0 for zero perturbation.

Table I. Comparison of experiment and theory as

predicted by the numerical stability codes.
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TABLE

THEORY EXPERIMENT

Vertical Stability:

Dee and inverse dee linearly Same.

unstable without feedback.

Square linearly unstable without Linear state undetectable--

feedback. square stable.

Square more stable than dee and Same.

inverse dee.

All shapes linearly stabilized by Dee and inverse dee not linearly

passive feedback. stabilized by passive feedback.      '

All shapes can be nonlinearly

stabilized by passive feedback.

without feedback. with feed-
Tgrowth - TAlfven' Tgrowth - L/R  plasma

stable, with feedback. back.

Nonlinear growth is exponential. Same.

Nonlinear motion is nonrigid, toward Same.

separatrix field null.

Effect of plasma resistivity                 T       decreases with increasing
growth

plasma resistivity which limits
effectiveness of feedback.

If magnetic axis is initially placed Same

above, below or precisely on the
midplane, the plasma correspondingly

moves up, down or oscillates.

Horizontal Stability:

Squarelike plasr.as are more unstable - Same.

than dee and inverse dee.
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